ROADSERVE 3000 WATER CART

EXPERIENCE THAT’S
DRIVING A NEW ERA
IN VEHICLE ENGINEERING
At Shermac, we’ve been engineering and
manufacturing custom service vehicles and water
cartage vehicles for Australia’s mining, civil and
construction sectors since 2002.
We’ve earned a deserved reputation for
excellence among heavy industry and government
organisations alike. But it’s not purely the quality,
reliability and functionality of our high-performance
vehicles that have driven our ongoing growth and
the evolution of our range.
Nor is it simply our design, engineering and
manufacturing expertise.
It’s more fundamental than that.
Listening, evolving, solving.
The most crucial skill in our proven engineering
process is the ability to listen and build
relationships.
This is what underpins our expertise in designing
and delivering cost-effective, quality-assured
solutions that drive performance capacity and add
tangible operational and strategic value.
It’s the foundation of our global sourcing and
procurement network, which gives our clients
access to the largest range of high quality products
at the lowest fleet and bulk-purchasing prices.
And it’s why we now have three distinct divisions,
each dedicated to meeting the unique needs of
different industries across Australia.
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THE SHERMAC WATER CART RANGE
PERFORMANCE. RELIABILITY. FLEXIBILITY.
Shermac is one of Australia’s leading manufacturers of water carts for the mining, civil and commercial
industries.
Our water carts are built to handle any challenge , and are custom designed and extensively tested
to ensure optimum weight distribution and performance on any chassis, no matter how tough the
environment or challenge.
From smaller on-road water carts, semi’s, and through to the large off-road water carts, all of our
water trucks are engineered to your unique technical specs, giving you the freedom to customconfigure your vehicle to suit your practical requirements and augment your fleet.
We pride ourselves in being able to offer solutions to our clients, by listening closely to their needs,
and designing and building service vehicles to best suit their operational and budgetary requirements.
With this approach, our aim is to help our clients save costs, increase production, and most importantly
increase their bottom line.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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USABILITY
Our water carts are ergonomically designed
to be easy to use and maintain, with useful
features such as single point greasing and
simple spray heads that give a clean, even
spray making life easier for operators. All
water and hydraulic pipework is externally
mounted for ease of servicing.

FLEXIBILITY
Our semi water trucks are engineered to
your unique technical specs, giving you the
freedom to custom-configure your vehicle to
suit your practical requirements and augment
your fleet.

SAFETY
All of our trucks are built in Australia, to
Australian Standards and your specific
safety and mine-spec requirements. Optional
safety features such as fire extinguishers,
high-vis tape, wheel chocks, hand rails and
ladders fitted to access the top of tank with
anti slip grips and treads are just the beginning.

RELIABILITY
Our heavy duty semi water cart design is
engineered to be robust enough for demanding
conditions while providing excellent weight
distribution for efficiency.
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WATER APPLICATION
SYSTEMS
Our water application systems include adjustable
left and right batter sprays, horizontal central
fan sprays, water cannons, customized dribble
bar options, and scope for any additional
custom spray kits you may require.

FULL DRAINAGE
Shermac’s semi water carts are designed to
ensure the tank is able to completely drain
dry, meaning full tank capacity is used for
each load.

SINGLE POINT
SERVICING
Our semi’s are built with a unique single-point
servicing feature, meaning there is just one
convenient location for all your grease points.

IN-CAB CONTROLS
We offer the option of a conveniently
mounted in-cab spray and cannon control
panel, providing total operating control from
the comfort of the cabin.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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SUPERIOR LINING/PAINT
PROCESS
Specify your vehicle’s colour. We grit-blast
and paint our water carts to the highest
industry standards, including a two-pack
paint system internally and externally,
with optional corrosion protection systems
for operation in corrosive site conditions.

LOW CENTRE OF
GRAVITY
Our water tankers are extensively tested to
ensure optimum weight distribution and
performance, no matter how tough the
environment or challenge. They are designed
with a low centre of gravity, for increased
stability and safety for peace of mind for both
managers and operators alike.

WHEEL GUARDS
Our robust rubber wheel guards provide
another level of go-anywhere-do-anything
protection for our tough and durable semi
water carts.

MULTI-COMBINATION
COMPATIBLE
Shermac’s semi water carts are set up to
couple any road train setup easily.
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QUALITY COMPONENTS
The components used in Shermac’s semi
water carts are all procured from Australian
suppliers, to ensure they’re of the highest
quality and that spare parts are readily available
if required.

OSCILLATING TURN
TABLE PLATE
Our tanks are fitted with an oscillating turn
table plate, eliminating any torsional stress
on the tank.

WATER PUMP
We fit Southern Cross close-coupled pumps
to all of our semi tankers. These are a quality
pump, with optimum performance.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
We provide a range of additional options
that enable you to create the perfect water
cartage solution, every time.
These options include: work lights kit, reverse
cameras, hose reels, deep lug tyres, beacons,
spare tyre carriers, foam injection systems
for water cannon, and more!

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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FIELD SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE
Shermac understand the need for maximum efficiency, minimum operating
costs, and utilising every minute of production you can get. We pride
ourselves in delivering complete customer satisfaction, by offering service and
support for our custom-built vehicles in the field.
We source and stock an extensive range of parts and accessories, all procured
from Australian suppliers ensuring the best quality. Our long-standing
relationships with trusted suppliers means we are able to negotiate the most
competitive prices for you.
We ensure you get the parts you need, when and where you need them.
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THE SHERMAC WATER CART RANGE
ROADSERVE 1000 SERIES

ROADSERVE 1500 SERIES

ROADSERVE 2000 SERIES

ROADSERVE 3000 SERIES

ROADSERVE 4000 SERIES

ROADSERVE 5000 SERIES

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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TESTIMONIALS
“Outstanding product working in some of the most hostile
environments. Fantastic build quality & excellent back up service.
Highly recommend the Shermac team.”
“We recently purchased an 8x4 Watercart from Shermac.
Couldn’t be happier with their service and the quality of the
product speaks for itself. Highly recommend.”
“Well, Built – The trailers supplied were of a good solid build.”
“Great People , Great Service , Great Product.”
“Great company to deal with, very professional in all aspects
of the contract, superb quality and workmanship, would highly
recommend them.”
“The end product was exactly how we hoped it would be delivered.
Sales and Production were very easy to deal with,listening to
what we required and delivered the product on time, as per
quote and built to a quality standard we expected.”
“Shermac design vehicles differently. They have a knack for
being able to reconfigure a truck so that, for example, where
additional fuel tank capacity but less oil might be needed, they
can come up with a design that provides this.”
“Shermac were professional and knowledgeable throughout
the whole quote, design and build process. They were fully
accountable for the build and delivered it on time, to budget
and with great quality.”
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Telephone 08 9661 2330
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